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INCLUSIONS:

EXCLUSIONS:

Accommodation: We offer comfortable accommodation while camping in Bikaner,
equipped with all the amenities you might want for an enjoyable stay. 

1.

Welcome drinks: Experience a royal welcome as soon as you reach the destination,
with welcome drinks, rose garland and aarti tikka.

2.

Bonfire: Soak in the warmth of the bonfire on a 70-foot-high dune while basking
under a starlit sky.

3.

Rajasthani cuisine at meals: Dig into the authentic cuisine at lunch and dinner.4.
Traditional folk dance: Listen to folk songs and witness the local Kalbelia dancers,
an event hosted and especially curated for you.

5.

Sightseeing: Catch a glimpse of the unique flora, endemic fauna and rural life of
Rajasthan.

6.

Travel Arrangements: We cannot pay for or arrange air or rail tickets for you to
reach the destination.

1.

Personal Porters: Personal porters or people who may carry your belongings must
be self-hired and the company doesn’t include them in the package.

2.

Participant Responsibility: Although maximum care for safety will be taken
throughout the Bikaner camping experience, if one doesn’t listen to the supervisors
and sustains injuries during the safaris, the cost of medical treatment will not be
borne by the company.

3.

Unforeseen Circumstances: The company is not liable for providing the customers
with stay and food in case of an extension caused by natural calamities,
roadblocks, bad weather, or circumstances beyond human control.

4.

Non-Included Services: Anything that is not listed under the inclusions list will be
treated as something the company is not liable to provide.

5.

ADD ONS:
Off-road Thar exploration: Our dedicated vehicle picks you up in the late afternoon
and takes you on an Off-Road adventure into the heart of Thar.

1.

Camel safari: Enjoy a unique experience on camelbacks while witnessing the most
beautiful sunset and exploring the rural Rajasthani culture.

2.
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Day 1: Arrival and Bikaner Exploration

Your luxurious adventure begins as soon as you arrive at our camping retreat
nestled in the deserts of Bikaner. Be ready to receive a royal welcome with garlands,
a welcome drink and an aarti tikka, accompanied by a local bagpiper band. As the
sun begins its westward journey, our dedicated vehicle picks you up for a
breathtaking off-road Thar Desert adventure. Once you return, embark on a unique
camelback venture to explore rural Rajasthani culture. Getting a chance to witness
the sun setting behind the velvety dunes of the Thar is a timeless impression. After
the camel ride, you'll arrive at the desert camp, where a traditional Rajasthani
greeting awaits your arrival.

The Rajasthani themed Evening

A layout of tables and chairs atop a 70-foot-high dune will be all set for you to enjoy
the evening. Indulge in a live performance by folk musicians and local Kalbelia
dancers while warming up from the bonfire. Dig into three types of vegetarian and
non-vegetarian starters before the soup and dinner, featuring a mix of Indian and
continental dishes. Conclude with a refreshing cup of tea or coffee.

Day 2:

The moment has come to say goodbye to the enchanting Bikaner desert stay.
Following breakfast, it's time to pack up and embark on the next adventure before
you're prepared for the next chapter of exploration.

ITINERARY:
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